"Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution" declared biologist Theodosius Dobzhansky in his seminal 1973 essay.
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The speed and success with which new applications can be developed is dependent on advances in critical areas of aptamer research. The last few years have seen many new developments in novel SELEX approaches, with new reagents and methods for the selection of successful aptamers that have a wide range of biological functions. [5] [6] [7] These efforts have been coupled with improvements in the characterization of aptamers using high-throughput sequencing and concomitant bioinformatics and secondary structural analyses. The new wave of SELEX technologies and applications is explored in a review by Ozer et al. 8 It is worth highlighting advances in cell-based and microfluidic/microarray-based SELEX approaches, which are already having a significant impact on the field. For example, cell-based SELEX tools have yielded aptamers with unique properties for binding (and internalizing) to cell receptors in vivo. These new tools (and others) are explored as targeted therapies and as aptamer-drug conjugates in reviews by Sun et al. 9 and Zhou and Rossi. 10 This special issue highlights novel ways in which aptamers are applied for both therapeutic and diagnostic applications. Two studies focused specifically on the application of aptamers for intracellular uptake. Porciani et al. 11 investigated different aptamer conformers in relation to its interaction with the transferrin receptor. The previously published DNA aptamer, GS24, was targeted to the mouse transferrin receptor (mTfR) and aptamer conformational stability and cellular internalization was improved in cancer cells. Not only is TfR an ideal biomarker for cancer diagnosis, but transferrin (Tf) derivatives can act as vectors for drug payloads, hence the value of aptamer-mediated targeting of TfR. Kruspe et al. 12 conjugated the photosensitizer chlorin e6 (ce6) to a human interleukin-6 receptor (IL-R6) binding RNA aptamer. In this example, the treatment of IL-R6-positive subcutaneous lymphomas was achieved via photodynamic therapy. While this represents a very promising approach, it will be interesting to see whether solid tumors, which are less accessible to photodynamic therapy via irradiation, can be treated in the same way.
In an elegant proof-of-principle study, Muharemagic et al. 13 ingeniously applied aptamers to enhance oncolytic virusmediated cancer therapy using aptamer-facilitated virus protection (AptaVIP). Here, two separate aptamers were applied: one aptamer blocks neutralizing antibodies by binding to the antigen binding fragments (Fab) and a second aptamer binds to the virus to "shield" it from neutralizing antibody recognition. By combining the aptamers in a multivalent complex, both approaches synergistically prevented neutralization of the virus and enhanced infectivity of cancer cells. The next step is to test this approach in vivo to prevent viral clearance and increased oncolytic efficiency. Lastly, Zeng et al. 14 have developed a novel aptamer diagnostic technology for facile detection of circulating tumor cells in whole blood and marrow aspirates of lymphoma patients. A biosensor was devised that consists of an aptamer sequence conjugated to paired fluorochrome-quencher molecules. The aptamer used was targeted to the CD30 receptor, a biomarker for circulating tumor cells. Following internalization and lysosomal degradation, the fluorochrome was released, resulting in specific emission signals in the targeted cells. This system has the advantage of providing significantly more stringent levels of sensitivity for detecting specific cells of interest, and may even be adapted for targeted therapeutics.
Overall, while there are clearly important challenges remaining; aptamers are proving to be a versatile and adaptable technology that has the potential to become an attractive tool for diagnostic and therapeutic applications. It is only a matter of time before we see more aptamers in the clinic.
